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Temporal information is important for 3D perception in autonomous driving. 



Motivation

1. Existing methods either conduct temporal fusion based on the dense BEV features or sparse 3D 

proposal features.

2. BEV-based methods do not pay more attention to foreground objects, leading to more 

computation costs and sub-optimal performance.

3. Proposal-based methods implement time-consuming operations to generate sparse 3D proposal 

features, and the performance is limited by the quality of 3D proposals.



How to do?

Query is a better representation for temporal modeling.



Why?

1. On the one hand, the query-based representation is sparse and can effectively aggregate the 

foreground object information by attention operation. 

2. On the other hand, the query-based format is more efficient due to getting rid of complex 3D 

RoI operations and is less sensitive to 3D object of size and orientation than proposal-based 

representation.



Contribution

1. We propose a new temporal fusion method called QTNet for 3D object detection based on 

sparse query-based feature representation, which is more effective and efficient than BEV-based 

and proposal-based manners.

2. We propose the MTM module, which can be plugged into LiDAR-only or multi-modality 3D 

detectors and boost their performance with negligible computation cost and latency.



Problem

However, the temporal modeling based on query representation is non-trivial to work well. 

Problem: The standard cross attention with position embedding is not work well.

Solution: Adopt the explicit motion of objects for temporal modeling.



Architecture

QTNet consist of a detector, a memory bank, and a MTM module.



MTM

We utilize the aligned location of objects in previous frame and current frames for caculating the 

euclidean distance. 



Cross Attention vs MTM

The attention map (a) generated by cross attention is ambiguous. The attention map (b) generated 

by MTM is more discriminative than cross attention. 
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